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Introduction 

In [2], we defined a matrix valued function L(t, W, p) for a represen
tation p of the Hecke algebra Hq(W) (q> 1) associated to a Coxeter group 
W. And we showed that this function is similar, in property, to the con
gruence zeta function of an algebraic variety, i.e., 

( 1) matrix components of L(t, W, p) are rational functions, 
(2) under some assumptions on W, the function L(t, W, p) satisfies 

a functional equation, 
(3) the zeros of detL(t, W, p) are of the forms r.q-a with some roots 

of unity r. and some rational numbers O<a< 1 and 
( 4) if W is finite, the zeros on the boundary of "the critical strip" 

can be described explicitly in terms of vertices of a W-graph affording p. 
(See [2, introduction] for "the critical strip.") 

The purpose of this paper is to determine the denominator of 
det L(t, W, R1) explicitly for an affine Weyl group Wand the "generic prin
cipal series representation" R1• (See (4.5) for the "generic principal series 
representation. ") 

Let us describe our result more explicitly. Let R be an irreducible 
root system, {a i 11 <i::::::l} a basis of R, {Wi 11 <i<l} the fundamental weights 
of R V (= the inverse root system of R), Q(RV) (resp. P(RV» the root lattice 
(resp. weight lattice) of R V, I])(RV) the quotient group P(RV)/Q(RV), I])(RV)V 
=Hom(I])(RV),CX), Do the Weyl group of R, D=DoIi<Q (=the affine 
Weyl group), and Ri={a E RI<a, wi>=O}. Define the length function I 
on Do Ii< P as usual (cf. [5; 3.2.1]). Suppose that Ri is a direct sum of irre
ducible root systems Ri,v (v= 1, 2, ... ). Let ii = IT v (#I])(Rtv»' (For a 
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set X, #X denotes its cardinality.) Let Q; be the stabilizer of Wi in Qo• 

We have 

Main Theorem. The denominator of det L(t, W, R.) is equal to 

TI Wi mod {,/O (1-(2X)(W i r)(q lj2 t)l(Wi))Hilfi. 
rE{'/,\{./o 
ZE<P(R"j" 

(Ssee (4.5) for 2.) 
This paper consists of four sections. In the first section, we give the 

Taylor expansion of 

where AI> A 2, are square matrices of the same size and {I (i)} is a 
sequence of positive integers such that every number appears only finitely 
many times in it. (See (1.5) for the exact form of the Taylor expansion 
of (#).) In the second and third sections, we define the concepts of S
graphs and S-digraphs, and construct some special S-digraphs. (See the 
beginning of Section 2 for the definitions of S-graphs and S-digraphs.) 
We study these S-digraphs closely and get an equality (3.22) as a conse
quence. This equality, together with the Taylor expansion of (#), proves 
our main theorem (Section 4). 

Notations. For a set X, #X denotes its cardinality. For a Coxeter 
group W, < denotes the usual Bruhat order. 

1. 

The purpose of this section is to prove the equality (1.5) below. 
Let en be the n-th elementary symmetric function in "infinitely many 

variables" Xl' X 2, •• '. (See[4; Chap. 1, Section 2] for the justification of 
"infinitely many variables.") Put Pn = L;i~lXf. For a partition fJ=(fJl> 
P.2~ ... >0), define 

ifJi= L;i;;'lfJi 

e(fJ)= TI i;;'l (_l)m'<t-l) 

z(fJ)= TI i;;'li m , ·m;! 

p(fJ)=PP,PP2 .. " 

where mi =mi(fJ) is the number of parts of fJ equal to i. Then we have 

(1.1) 
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[4; Chap. 1, (2.14')]. Let A be a square matrix. We shall denote by tr(n)A 
the n-th elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of A. As a 
consequence of (1.1), we get 

(1.2) tr(n) A= L:,.. e(u)z(u)-t (tr A)m, (tr A2)m •. .• , 
Ipl=n 

where m, = m,(u). (Note that tr(D) A = 1.) 
Let At, A2, • • • be a sequence of square matrices of the same size and 

1(1),/(2), ... a sequence of positive integers such that any integer appears 
only finitely many times in it. Then, we have the following identity. 

(1.3) det (1 +Att!(t) +A2t!(2) + ... ) 

=exp(tr(1og(l+A l t!(t)+ ... ))) 

=exp (tr (L::=l (- ?n-l (Alt!(l) + ... )n)) 

= IT:=l exp ( - ?n-l tr (Alt !(l) + ... )n) 

Put N = {I, 2, ... }. The automorphism (iu ... , ia)-+(ia, iI, ... , ia- l ) of 
Na generates a group G(d) of automorphisms. An element i=(it, ... , ia) 
ofNd. is said to be primitive if {g E G(d)lgI=I}={l}. We shall denote by 
P(d) the set of primitive elements in N<t. Put P= lla:<!IP(d)jG(d). For 
an element 1= (iI' ... , ia) of NajG(d), put 

Then 

tr AI=tr(At,Ato ... Ata), 

III=d, 

l(!)=l(it )+ ... +l(ia)· 

(tr (Alt!(l)+A2t!(2) + ... )n)a .. 

=(L:aln L:lep(a)/G(<t) tr (dAi'a t(n/<t)!(I»))a .. 

=" an! IT (tr(IIIAn/III t(n/lli)!(I»))f .. (I) 
L-.lf.. IT zln(!) ! I I , 

the last summation being taken over the mappings in: llalnP(d)jG(d)-+ 
NU {O} such that L:zln(!)=an. Hence 
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( 1)(n-l)an 
,,\",00 - {tr{A tl(I)+ .•. )n)a .. L..ian=O ,a 1 

an' n" 

= "\"' n - {n (tr An/III)fn(lJ)(n t(n/lIIl!(I)fn(I» ( ( 1)(n -1)fn(I) ) 
L..if.. Ii,,{l)!{n/III)".(I) I I I 

= "\"' (n (_I)«n/lI Il -I)fn(l) ){n (_I)(n-,,/lIllfn(l»{n (tr A,,/lII)fn(I» 
L.Jfn I in(!)! (n/IIl)fn(l) I I I 

the second and the third summations being taken all over the mappings 
in: lla,nP{d)/G{d)-+-NU {O} such that L:rf,,{l) < 00. This equality, to
gether with (1.3), implies 

(1.4) det (1 +A1t l(I)+A2t l (2) + ... ) 
_ ( (_I)«n/lI Il -IJfn(l») 
- L:U"fo,"') nf}~" in{I)! (n/IIlyn(l) 

.(nI,n {-I)(n-,,/lIllfn(l»(nI,n (trA1/1 I lyn(l» 
IIlIn IIlIn 

.(nI,n t(n!l1Il I (I)f,,(l». 
IIlIn 

Put gm{I) = imIIl(!) for Ie P and meN. Define a partition p{l) by p(!)= 
(1 g,(I) 2go (I) • •• ). (See [4; Chap. 1] for this expression.) Let tJ) be the set 
of mappings cp: P-+-NU{O} such that cp(l)=O except for finitely many 1's. 
Then (1.4) can be rewritten as 

Then by (1.2), we get 

(1.5) det (1 +A1t!(I) +A2t l (2) + ... ) 
= L:~E~( _l)!:~(l)(JII-I) (n I tr(~(I)) AI) t!:~(I)!(l). 
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Then 

etc. 

2. 

al=trAI 

az=tr Az+(tr(Z) Al +(tr AI)Z) 

as=tr A8+(-tr AzAI +tr Az tr AI) + (tr(3)AI +tr(2)AI tr Al +(tr AI)8) 

a4=tr A4+( -tr AsAI+tr As tr AI) + (tr(Z)Az + (tr A2)Z) 

+(tr A2A~-tr AzAI tr AI+tr A2 tr(Z)A1 +tr A2(tr AI)2) 

+ (tr(4)AI +tr(S) Al tr Al + (tr(2) AI)2+tr(Z)AI (tr A 1)2+(tr A 1)4) 
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In this section, we define the notions of S-graphs and S-diagraphs, 
and study them. 

Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. We define an S-graph to be a 
(pseudo-) graph together with the following datum: for each edge x-y, 
we are given an element s of S. (We write x~y). This datum is subject 
to the following requirement. If 

Sl SI Sn 
XO--XI --' •• --Xn 

is a path such that Sh" ·sn=l, then XO=Xn' 

An S-digraph (= directed S-graph) T is a directed (pseudo-) graph 
together with the following datum: for each directed edge x~y, we are 

given an element S of S. (We write x~y.) This datum is subject to the 
following requirements. 

( 1) If we forget the directions of edges, T becomes an S-graph, which 
is denoted by f(T) . 

• 
(2) If x::!y, then si=t. 

t 

A morphism between S-graphs (resp. S-digraphs) is a morphism <p of 

graphs (resp. digraphs) such that x~yimplies <p(x)~<p(y) (resp. x~y im

plies <p(x)~<p(y». Thus the totality of the S-graphs (resp. the S-digraphs) 
becomes a category. The automorphisms, the injections, etc. of S-graphs 
(resp. S-digraphs) can be defined as usual. (A morphism of S-digraphs 
is injective (resp. epimorphic) iff it induces an injection between vertices 

. (resp. iff it induces an epimorphism between the connected components).) 
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An S-graph is said to be simply connected if for any closed path 

Sl S2 Sn 
Xo--X I--· •• --Xn =xo, 

we have SlS2· .• Sn = 1. 
If a morphism cp of S-digraphs induces epimorphisms of vertices and 

edges, then cp is called a covering map. Let TIO T2 be S-digraphs. If 
there exists a covering map T,-+T2, T, is called a covering of T 2. If Tl 
is a covering of T 2, fCTI) is connected and fCT2) is simply connected, then 
TI-+T2 is an isomorphism. 

2.1. An S-digraph T is said to be complete if the following con
dition is satisfied. If T has a path of the form 

where 

s(l) s(2) s(m) 
Xo+--X1+--· .. +--Xm' 

{
S, if i is odd 

s(i)= 
t, if i is even, 

s, t E S, 

m=ord(st), 

l<m<oo, 

then T has also a path from Xm to Xo such that 

s(O) I s(l) I s(m-l) 
Xo+--XI+--·· ·+--Xm- 1 +--Xm· 

(We call a path of the form (#) a dihedral path.) 

2.2. Let T be an S-digraph. A pair (r, t) of a complete S-digraph 
r and an injection t: T-+r is, by definition, a completion of T, if the 
following condition is satisfied. If T' is an arbitrary complete S-digraph 
and cp is a morphism of T into T', then there exists a unique morphism if; 
such that the following diagram becomes commutative: 

2.3. Lemma. For any S-digraph T, there exists a unique completion 
(r, t) up to isomorphism. 
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Proof. It suffices to show the existence. Let 

s(l) s(2) sCm) 
XO*-Xl*- . . ·*-X'" (m<oo) 

be a dihedral path. Assume that r contains paths 

s(O) ,s(l) s(k-l) , 
XO*-Xl*-·· '~Xk' 

and 
• .1 s(/) s(m-2) , s(m-l) 
A.z*-···( X",_l( X"" 

and that r does not contain edges of the form 

Then k<l-l. Construct an S-digraph r* by adding to r new vertices 
X~+l' .• " Xi-l and new edges 

,s(k) , s(l-I) , 
Xk*-Xk+ l*-· .. ~Xl' 

Let l{J be a morphism of r into a complete S-digraph r'. Since r' is 
complete, there is a unique path of the form 

s(O) s(l) s(m-l) 
(l{J(xo)=) YO*-Yl*-" .-<---y", (=l{J(x",». 

Hence l{J: r~r' can be uniquely extended to a morphism l{J*: r*~r'. 
We make this operation to all the dihedral path of r which satisfy our 
assumption and construct a new S-digraph rl' Then l{J: r~r' can be 
uniquely extended to l{Jl: rl~r'. In this way, we construct succesively 
S-digraphs r l, r 2, ... and put r=limrn. Then this r with the natural 
inclusion map ,: r~r is a completion of r. 

2.4. Let r be an S-graph. Let' r+ be the two dimensional cell 
complex which is obtained by attaching one 2- cell for each subgraph of 
the form 

. X s(2) s(m-I) ':Y 1 "'-XIIl- 1 ,<m) 
Xo Xm 

s~ s(l) s(m-2) Am-I) 
11---'" 1",-1 

(m<oo) 
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or 

where s(i) and m are defined as in (2.1). (Here we do not assume that 
x/s and y/s are all distinct.) Let 

~ ~ h 
xo=w(O)-w(1jn)-· .. -w«n-1)jn)-w(1)=xo 

be a closed path of rand [w] its homotopy class of 7rl cr+, xo)' Then the 
element Sn ••• SZSl depends only on the homotopy class [w]. We denote 
this element by O([w]). 

2.5. Let w be an element of W such that l(wk)=klCw) (k;;::::O). Let 
W=Sn .•• S2 Sl (Si E S) be a reduced expression of w. Consider the follow
ing S~digraph 

where [=imodn. Denote this graph by r(Sl, "', sn). We know that 
any reduced expression of w can be obtained from one reduced ex
pression by using the relation 

sts· .. =tst· . . (m factors), 

s, t E S, m=ord (st). 

{See [1; Chap. IV, § 1, Lemma 4]). Hence the completion r (Slo .. " sn) 
of T(sl' .. " sn) does not depend on the choice of the reduced expression. 
(More precisely, let w=s~ ... s~ be another reduced expression. There is 
a unique path T' (s~, .. " s~) of the form 

~ 
Xl~X2~··· ·~xn=i'i 

s~ S3 S~ 

is a completion. Note that the point O=i'i is also independent of the choice 
of the reduced expression. We denote this completion by rCw). 
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Let 

~ ~ ~ m(O)- m{l/N)- m(2/N)- . .. -m(l) 

be a path of j(F(w». We count the edges contained in this path with 
alternating signs; an edge m(i/ N) - m(i + 1/ N) is counted with + 1 if m(i/ N) 
~m(i+l/N) in F(w) and is counted 'with -1 if m(i/N)+-m(i+l/N) in 
F(w). The sum of these + lover all the edges contained in this path is 
denoted by i([mJ). If-m(O)=m(l)=xo, this number i([mJ) depends only on 
the homotopy class [m] E 7r:1«(fF(wW, ~o) of m and defines an isomorphism 

Hence the local system XO~7r:I«(fr(W»+' xo) is trivial and there is a 
uniquely determined isomorphism 

This isomorphism is compatible with the isomorphism i. Let a(xo) be the 
element of 7r:1«(fF(w» + , xo) which corresponds to n E nZ by the isomorph
ism i. Denote the element O(a(xo» by O(xo). (See (2.4) for 0.) Let 

.' 81 sa s:n. , 
xO=YO--YI--'-' . --y",=xo 

be a path ofjr(w) connecting two vertices Xo and x~. Put r=s;" ... s~si. 
Then 

(2.6) 

2.7. Let w be an element of Was in (2.5). Let So be a subset of S 
such that l(w)=l(sws) (s E So). Let Wo be the parabolic subgroup gener
ated by So. Let r E Wo and wr=r-1wr. If l(swr)=l(wrs) (s E So), swr= 
wrs. (In fact, for any elements s, t E Sand WE W, "l(swt)=l(w) and l(sw) 
l(wt)" implies sw=wt.) Hence if wr':;i:wr, l(swr) >l(wr) >l(wrs) or l(swr) 
<l(wr)<l(wrs). Let ro(w) be the So-digraph whose vertices are {wrlr E Wo} 
and such that two vertices wr and wrs (s E So) are connected in the follow-

ing way. If l(wrs)< l(w;), wrsLwr. And we assume that ro(w) has no 
other edges. The So-graphjro(w) is connected. 

2.S. Let rl(w) be the So-digraph which is obtained from r(w) by 
deleting all the edges corresponding tothe elements in S-So. Let Fo(w) 
be the connected component of Flw) which contains O. 
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Lemma. The So -digraph ro(w) is a covering of ro(w). Especially, 
if JTo(w) is simply connected, the two So-digraphs To(w) and ro(w) are 
isomorphic. 

Proof In (2.5) we defined a mapping (): r(w)~w. Let us show that 
this mapping induces a covering map ro(w)~ToCw). By (2.6), (}(ro(w)) is 

s _ 
contained in {wrlr E Wo}. Let x~y be an edge of To(w). Let 

s'=s n 

I t 
x=(J)(n-l/n)~ • •• ~(J)(1/n)+-·(J)(O)=y 

S~_l Sz SI 

be a closed path of r(w) which contains x~y as an edge. Then 

(}(X)=S~_l ••• s{s, 

(}(Y)=SS~_l ••• s{. 

By the assumption on So, l«(}(x))=l«(}(y))=n. Hence 

s 
(}(x) = (}(y) , ~(}(y). 

Thus () induces a morphism between S-digraphs. 
Assume that (}(ro(w))~{wrlr E Wo}. Then there exist x E ro(w), y' E 

- s s s 
ToCw)-(}(To(w)) such that (}(x)~y' or (}(x)+-y' (s E So). If (}(x)~y', then 
y'=(}(X)8 and l«(}(x)s)<l«(}(x)) (=n). Hence there is a reduced expression 
of the form 

(}(x)=s~ ... s~s. 

Hence there is a closed path of r(w) of the form 

s 

But then y E r o(w) and (}(y) = y', which is absurd. The case (}(x)t-y' can 
be treated in the same way. Hence (}(ro(w» = {wrlr E Wo}. Moreover, it 

can be proved in the same way that every edge x' ~y' of ToCw) comes from 

some edge x~y of roCw). Hence () induces a covering map. 

2.9. Let r~(w) be any connected component of rl(W). If (}(r~(w» is 
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contained in {wr[r E Wo}, by the same argument as in (2.8), we can show 
that r~(w) is a covering of ro(w). 

3. 

In this section we construct some S-digraphs and study them. The 
main purpose of this study is to get the equality (3.22), which will be used 
in the next section. 

3.1. First of all, let us fix some notations relative to affine Weyl 
groups. The basic references are [1] and [3]. 

Let R be a reduced, irreducible root system of rank I> 1 and 
{aI, .. " all a set of simple roots. Let ao be the highest root of R. Let 
V be the vector space spanned by R, V* the dual space of V, E the 
underlying affine space of V* and R V the inverse root system of R. For 
a E Rand k E Z, put 

Ha.k={x E E[<a, x)=k}, 

where < , ) is the natural pairing of V and V*. Let.'F be the totality of 
these hyperplanes. Each hyperplane HE .'F defines an orthogonal reflec
tion e-'?ea H in E with fixed point set H. Let Q be the group of affine 
motions generated by aH (H E .'F). It is known that this group Q satisfies 
the assumption in [3; 1.1], i.e., Q is an infinite discrete subgroup of the 
group of affine motions of E, acting irreducibly on V* and leaving stable 
the set:? For each special point v, we put 

These cones <??; also satisfies the assumption in [3; 1.1], i.e., for any two 
special points v and v', <??;, is a translate of <??;. Thus we may use the 
notations and definitions of [3; 1.1-1.4] without any change. For any un
explained notation, the reader is referred to [3; 1.1-1.4]. 

Let {WI> "', WI} be the vectors in V* such that <ai' Wj ) = Ojj' These 
are the fundamental weights of RV. Let P=P(RV) (resp. Q= Q(RV )) be 
the lattice of V* generated by {WI> •• " WI} (resp. {ai, ' . " ar}). 

Let W be an affine Weyl group and S its canonical generator ([3; 1.1]). 
This group Wacts on the set of alcoves from the left. For an element 
r E Q (resp. w E W), there is a unique element r E W (resp. w E Q) such 
that rAt=Atr (resp. Atw=wAt). For two elements rl> rz E Q, we have 
rlrzAt = rlAtr2= Atr1r2= r1r2At. Hence r -'?r is a homomorphism of Q 
into W. The mapping w-'?w is also a homomorphism of W into Q. It 
is clear that r = r (r E Q) and w = w (w E W). Especially Q is isomorphic 
to Wand (Q, S) is a Coxeter system. 
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3.2. Let c~ be the smallest positive integer such that c,m, e Q. For 
an element m of V*, t(m) denotes the translation by m. Let R~ be the 
intersection of R with the subspace spanned by {aj Ij::;i:i} and Rt =R, n 
{a e Rla>O}. Put 

[3, = t(cim,), Ii = I(P,), 

Kt={x e EIO«a, x><l (a e Rt)}. 

In the rest of this section, we fix i. So we write sometimes I for Ii, if 
there is no fear of confusion. 

We construct an S-digraph r; as follows. The vertices are the 
alcoves contained in Ki. If A, B are two alcoves contained in Ki such 
that they have a common face of type s ( e S) and s $ 2'(A), then two 
vertices A, B are connected in the following way. 

And assume that r: has no other edges. Then r: is an S-digraph and 
fer;,) is simply connected. Let Gi be the group generated by [3t. Then 
G i acts on r: as an automorphism group by 

Hence we can naturally construct a new S-digraph ri=r;/G,. 
Let fi,=s! ... S2S1 (Si e S) be a reduced expression of fii' Then the 

:set of alcoves 

(n e Z) 

defines a full subgraph r; of r;,which becomes an S-digraph. Note 
that r; depends on the choice of the reduced expression. The action of 
G, preserves r;. Hence we can construct another S-digraph ri=r;/G,. 

3.3. Lemma (1) The S-digraph r; is a completion of r;. 
(2) The S-digraph r, is a completion of rio 
Proof (1) Let r be a complete S-digraph and cp: r; ---+r be a 

morphism. Let x be a vertex of r;. Then there is a path of r; of the 
form 

8_N 8-1 80 81 82 8M 
X-N-1~' •• ~X_1~XO = X~X1~' • '~XM' 
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xMer; 
(Take alcoves X- N - H X M far enough from the alcove x. Take points a_ e 
X- N- 1' ao e x and a+ e XM in general position. Since any face contained 

--+ ~ 
in Ki is transversal to Wi' it is also transversal to the vectors a+ao and aoa-. 

Let X M , "', Xo (resp. xo, •• " X- N - 1) be the alcoves which intersect the 
--+ --+ 

segment a+ao (resp. aoa_). We may assume that these segments do not 
intersect with any facets of codimension greater than one and that Xi and 
Xi+l have a common face. Thus we get a path of the above form.) Then 
r; has a path connecting X- N - 1 and X M 

Then r has the path 

Since r is complete, r has a path of the form 

S_N So SI SM 
SO(Y-N-l)=Z-N-l+--' .. +--Zo+--' .. +--Zfrl = SO(YM)' 

Put SO(x)=zo. Since r; is simply connected, this is well defined and an 
extension of SO. Hence r; is a completion of r;. 

(2) Let r be a complete S-digraph and SO: rr--+r be a morphism. 
Then there is a uniquely determined morphism ,y.: r; --+r such that the 
following diagram becomes commutative. 

Since ,y. is uniquely determined, ,y. is Gi-invariant and induces a morphism 

SO: ri--+r, 

which is an extension of SO. 

3.4. The element ~i satisfies the assumption of (2.5), i.e., l(~n= 
kl(~i) (k>O). (See [5; 3.2.3]). Hence we can use the results of (2.5). If 
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fit=sl ... S2S1 (St E S) is the reduced expression used to construct r;, 
then r i is isomorphic to r(SlO ... , SI). Hence r i is isomorphic to FCfit). 
(See (2.5) for the definition of refit).) 

For an alcove A, define an element 8(A) of W by 

Then 8: r; -+Wis Gt-invariant and induces 8: rt-+w. Then the diagram 

is commutative. (See (2.5) for the definition of 8.) Any alcove can be 
expressed uniquely as A=w-1Arit(p) (w E Wo,P E Q). Since w-1Arit(p)fit 
=w-1fiiw. w-1Arit(p), we have 8(A)=fi't. Hence 

(3.5) 

3.6. Let Qt be the stabilizer of Wt in Q o, where Qo is the stabilizer of 
o in Q. For a natural number f and an element w of W, put 

N(j, w)={I=(wlO ... , wf)Jwj E W-{l}, L:~=ll(wj)=l(w), 

wf ••• W2W I =W}. 

Let G(f) be the group generated by the automorphism 

of Wf. Put 

N(f)= UrEIJi\OoN(j, fiD, 
N= Uf!!.IN(f)/G(f). 

A subgraph of FCfit) of the form 

(3.7) 

S' 
I 

~ 
XI +-;- ... +-;-Xl 

sl_1 SI 

is called a global section. Let J be a set of vertices of refit) which is 
contained in some global section. Let M be the totality of such a set J. 
Put M(f)={J E MJ#J=f}. Assume that J( E M(f), :f=ifJ) is contained 
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in the global section (3.7) and put J={X;" ... , X;f} (il<' .. <if). Put 

Then (WI> •... wf).defines an element of N(f)JG(f). Let Aut; be the 
automorphism group of rc~;). Then the mapping M(f)-'?-N(f)JG(f) is 
Aut;-invariant and induces a mapping 

~: M(f)JAuti-'?-N(f)JG(f). 

Assume that two elements J, J' of M(f) correspond to the same element 
of N(f)JG(f). Let F(resp. F') be a global section containing J (resp. J'). 
By the assumption, we may assume that r is isomorphic to F'. Moreover 
we may assume that there is an isomorphismf: F-'?-F' such thatf(J)=J'. 
As is easily verified, rc~i) is a completion of any global section. Hence f 
can be extended to an automorphism of rc~i)' Hence ~ is injective. By 
(2.8), for any r E Qo, there is a global section of the form (3.7) such that 
sf··· si=Pt.. Assume that (WI> ... , Wf) is an element of N(J, Pt.) and 
that Wl=S:~_1 ... si', w2 =S::_1 ... s::, ... be reduced expressions. Since 
rc~i) is complete, there is a global section of the form 

s" ! 

Put J={XI> x;" ... ,Xif}. Then~(J)istheclassof(wl> •. ·,wf). Hence 

(3.8) ~: M(f)JAut;~N(f)JG(f). 

Put M'=M-{.p}. Then 

(3.9) ~: M'JAuti~Uf",!N(f)JG(f). 

Let J={xh , ... , X;f} be an element of M(f) which is contained in the 
global section (3.7). Define an element 1= (WI> ... , Wf) of N(f) as before. 
Let q be an element of Aut; such that q(J)=J. Put Yj=x;r Here we 
consider the indexj as an element of ZJfZ. Then q(Yj)=Yj+< with some 
't'E Z/fZ. Defineanelementq'ofG(f)byq'(wi,·· ·,w~)=(wi+<,·· .,w~+<). 
Here also we consider the indexj of w~ as an element of Z/fZ. Then if is 
an element of the stabilizer G(l) of I in G(f). Conversely, assume that 
q': (wi, ... , w~)~(wi+" ... , w~+<) stabilizes the element I. Then J is con
tained in a global section which admits an automorphism q such that 
q(Yj) =Yj +<. This q can be extended to an automorphism of r(~i)' which 
we shall denote by the same letter q. Then q is an element of the stabilizer 
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G( J) of J in Auti • Thus we get 

(3.10) G(I)~G(J). 

From (3.9) and (3.10), we have the following equality. 

2:':;;1 (-1)1-1/# G(I)= 2:JeM'/Aut t( _1)IJI-l/# G(J) 
(3.11) IEN(f)/G(f) 

=(# Auti )-1 2:JEM' (_I)IJI-l. 

3.12. Let To (n>2) be the graph of the form 

/ \ 

Let T be a finite graph andp: T-.To a morphism. We define the admis
sibility of such a pair (T, p) as follows: 

(3.12.1) (To, id) is admissible. 

(3.12.2) Assume that (T, p) is admissible. Take two vertices x',; and xi' 
of T such thatp(x',;)=xk andp(xn=x!. Construct a graph T' by adding 
to T new vertices X',;+I' .. " Xi~1 and new edges 

X',;--X',;+I--' .. --xi~l--xi'. 

Define an extension p': T'-.To of p: T-.To naturally. Then (T',p') is 
admissible. . 

(3.12.3) A pair (T,p) is admissible iff it can be obtained in this way. 

Assume that (T,p) is admissible. A subgraph C of T is called a 
global section ifplc: C-.To is an isomorphism. Let Jbe a set of vertices 
of T which is contained in some global section. Let M = M(T) be the 
totality of such a set J. Let I MI be the simplicial complex whose vertices 
are the vertices of T and whose simplices are the nonempty set belonging 
toM. 

Let us show that IMI is contractible. If (T,p)=(To, id), IMI is a 
simplex, hence contractible. Assume that I M(T) I is contractible and that 
(T',p') is obtained from (T,p) by the procedure (3.12.2). Let {Ci } be 
the totality of the global sections of (T', p') which contains {x'k'+I' . ", xi~I}' 
Let I Ci I be the simplex of I M(T') I corresponding to Ci • Then I M(T') 1= 
U i I Ci I U I M(T) I. Since each simplex I Ci I contains the vertices {x',;" . " xi'}. 
U i I Ci I is contractible. Since each I Ci I n IM(T) I is a simplex and contains 
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the vertices x'{ and ~',(UiICi!)nIM(T)liscontractible. Since, by the 
induction hypothesis, I M(T) I is also contractible, I M(T') I is contractible. 

Thus we have shown that IMI is contractible. Especially the Euler 
characteristic of IMI is equal to one, in another word, 

L:JEM(r> (_I)IJI =0. 

3.13. By (3.11) and (3.12), we get 

L:f:S:Z (-1)f-I/#G(I)=(#Auti )-I. 
Ie N(f)IG(f) 

Let us give an explicit formula for # Auti. Since an element q of Auti is 
determined by q(O), it suffices to determine the cardinality of Auti-orbit 
of O. (See (2.5) for 0.) 

3.14. Let so=sn WOo Then So satisfies the assumption of (2.7) 
with W=fih i.e., we have l(fii)=l(sfiis) for s e So. Thus we can define the 
So-digraph To(fii). 

Lemma. The So-graph fTo(fii) is simply connected. (It follows that 
the two So-digraphs To(fii) and To(fii) are isomorphic. See (2.8).) 

Proof Asssume that 

(3.15) 
- s-
([30'+-[3~ 

Let Ha,o (a>O) be the fixed point set of the reflection s. Then (3.15) is 
equivalent to 

(3.16) <a, w~)<O. 

Since W=Q, Q is a Coxeter group. Let ro be the minimal element in the 
coset Qir. Then (3.16) is equivalent to 

(3.17) aT01 <0. 

In fact (3.16)9(3.17) is trivial. Assume that aT;l <0 and <a, w~) >0. 
Then <aT;" Wi) = o. Hence a T;lcan be expressed as 

aT;l= L:Ni cja,. 

Since aT;l<O, cj<O. Since ro is the minimal element of Qir, a?>O 
U=/=i). Hence 
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This is absurd. Hence (3.16){=(3.17). It is easy to see that (3.17) is 
equivalent to 

(3.18) 

where u=s (=the reflection with respect to Ha,o). Let Uj be the reflection 
with respect to Haj,o, So={uj Jl<j<l} and St={Uj E SoJj:#=i}. Let r t be 
the So-digraph whose vertices are the (St, ¢)-reduced element of Do (see [1; 
Chap. IV, § 1, Ex. 3]) and two vertices are connected in the following 
way. Let r be a vertex of r t and U an element of So such that ru<r. 
Then r U is also a vertex of r t and we set 

iJ 
ru~r. 

Since r>--+fi~ defines a bijection between the vertices of r t and roCf,;) and 
(3.15) is equivalent to (3.18), these two So-digraphs r t and ro(~t) are iso
morphic. 

Let 

be a path ofjrt • Then 

Hencejrt is simply connected andjro(~t) is also simply connected. 

3.19. As is noted in the proof of the above lemma, (3.15) is equiva
lent to (3.16). Hence every edge goes in at ~~ iff (J)~ is dominant, i.e., 
fi~= fit· Since ro(~t) is isomorphic to ro(~t) and the vertex 0 corresponds 
to ~t' 0 is the unique vertex of ro(~t) at which every edge goes in. By 
(2.9) and (3.5), every connected component of rl(~t) is also isomorphic to 
ro(~t). Hence the cardinality of 1f:o<rl(~t)) is equal to the cardinality of 
the set Vo of the vertices at which every edge goes in. Since Autt-orbit of 
() is contained in Vo, 

3.20. Suppose that R t is a direct sum of irreducible root systems 
R t ,. (lJ= 1,2, ... ). Let Rt.=RI ,. n Rt and a. the highest root of Rt , •• 

Then 

Kt={x E EJO«iXj, x) (j=l=i), <a., x)<1 (JJ=I, 2, ... )}. 

Put a.= I:n.,jiX j, J.=UJn.,j= I} and J~=UJiXj E R t,.}. Let J be a subset 
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of U Jv such that #(In Jv)< 1 for every lJ. For a subset! of U[1 ::;::j<l}, 
let Q (I) be the group generated by {O"j [j E I} and reI) the longest element 
of Q(/). Put 

r(J, lJ)=r(J~)r(J~-J). 

Lemma. We have 

(r E Z). 

Proof Let x be an element of Ki. For k E JnJv , 

For k E J~-J, 

Finally, for lJ= 1,2, .,. 

(a" xUL(J, lJ))+ ~jEJWj +rw i ) = (a,r(J~-J)r(J~), x) + #(In J.)< 1. 

3.21. Put 

st={J[JC UJv , #(In Jv)::;:: I}. 

Since r i is isomorphic to rc~i) (see (3.4)) and 

QnXi=Qn{~jEJWj+rwi[JE st, rE Z}, 

(3.20) implies that Aut i acts on tro(rl(~I)) transitively. (Note that, if one 
deletes all the faces corresponding to S - So from Xi and denotes it by K', 
then there is a one-to-one correspondence tro(K')~Q n Xi.) Hence 

where 

Then the equality in (3.13) can be rewritten as follows 

(3.22) 

4. 

The purpose of this section is to prove the main theorem. (See 
introduction. ) 
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Let us introduce some notations. Put 

W(E')={w E WlwAtCE'}. 

4.1. The following statement is easily verified. Every element w of 
W can be expressed uniquely as W=WIW2 (WI E W('t't), W2 E Wo). And, 
then, l(w) = l(wl) + l(wJ. 

4.2. For WE W('t't), we have l(w)=d(At, wAn Hence for WI e 
Wen) andp e Q++, we have 

l(wl t(p» = d(At, WI t(p)At)=d(At, At t(p»+d(At t(p), wlAt t(p» 

= l(t(p» + l(wl). 

4.3. Let K be the quotient field of the group ring C [P]. Let q be a 
positive real number. The Hecke algebra Hq(W) is the .associative K
algebra which has basis element T(w) (one for each we W) and multipli
cation defined by the rules 

(T(s) + 1)(T(s)-q)=O (s E S), 

T(w) T(w') = T(ww'), if l(ww')=l(w)+l(w'). 

For a representation R of Hq(W), put 

L(t, R)= I:;wEwR(T(w»t!(W). 

(See [2] for its properties.) 

4.4. As a consequence of (4.1) and (4.2), we get the following iden
tities. 

I:;wE W T(w)t !(w) = (I:;wE w(u-)T(w)t lew»~ (I:;PEQ++T(t(P» t!(t!(t(P») 

. (I:;wE woT(w)t!(W» 

=(I:;wEwcn-) T(w)t!iw» r1f~1 (1- T(~j)t!')-I 

. (I:;wEwo T(w)t!(W». 

Hene, for a representation R of Hq(W), the denominator of det L(t, R) 
divides 
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4.5. Let X be the set of alcoves and M be the K-vector space with 
basis X. There is a unique Hq(W)-module structure on M such that, for 
A e X and s e S, we have 

T(s)A=sA, if s ~ !l'(A). 

Let l be the natural inclusion map P C;X Let MA be the K-vector 
space spanned by all the infinite formal linear combinations 

F(A) = L:PEQ l( _p)qd(At(P).A)/2 At(p) (A e X). 

The Hecke algebra Hq(W) acts naturally on M 1• This Hq(W)-module is 
called a "generic principal series representation." The set {F(wAt)! we Wo} 
is a basis of M A• This basis gives a matrix representation R A• For p e Q. 
we have 

F(At(p» = (lp)(p)F(A). 

Here p(p)=qd(A.At(P»/2, which is independent of the choice of the alcove A. 

4.6. It is known that the eigenvalues of RA (T( w» (w e Q + + ) are 
{(rl)(w)ql(t(w»/2!r e Qo} ([5; (4.3.3)]). Hence, by (4.4), the denominator of 
det L(t, R1) divides 

We normalize the denominator so that its constant term equals 1. It is 
also known that Mn (r e Qo) is isomorphic to MA ([5; (4.3.3)]). Hence the 
denominator of det L(t, RJ is invariant under the change l-~n (r e Qo). 
Since each c,W, is not divisible in Q, the polynomial 1-(rl)(c,;w,;)(ql/2t)1. 
is irreducible. Hence the denominator of det L(t, R1) is a product of the 
factors 1-(rl)(ct w,;)(ql/2 t)li (1 <i<l, r e Qo). Hence it is of the form 

with some non-negative integers n,;. Here n Wi mod 00 means that Wt runs 
over a representative of Qo-conjugacy classes of the fundamental weights. 

4.8. For an element a= L:vEQ a(p)l(p) (a(p) e C), put 

[a: p]=a(p). 

If the numerator of detL(t, RJ is of the form 1+a~t+a~t2+ ... , then 
[a~:p]=O (p e Q-{O}). (See [2; 1.14.2].) Hence, if detL(t, R1)=1+a1t 
+aztz+ .. " then 
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(4.9) 

Thus to get an explicit formula of the denominator of det L(t, R.), it suf
fices to calculate the value of [ali: CiWi] using (1.5). 

For x e Wand rEDo, we have 

T(x)F(Aiir) = L;x'';;x a(x', r)F(x' Aiir) 

with some a(x', r) e Z[q] (cC). For each x' E W, there are unique,1y de
terminedp e Q and r' e Do such that x' Aii=Aiit(p)r'. Then 

T(x)F(Aiir) = L;x'';;x a(x', r)F(Aiit(p)r'r) 

= L; x'';; x a(x', r)(Ap){pr'r)F(Aiir'r). 

Hence 

Let Xj (1 <j<n) be elements in W such that L;i=l/{xj)= Ii. Then 

Di=1 tr R.(T(xj» = L;t(pj)';;Xj (Di=1 a{t{pj), rj»(Ap) (L;i=IPjr j). 
TjE (Jo 

Hence if [Di=1 tr R.(T(xj»: CiWi]:i=O, there exist Pj E Q, r j e Do (1 <j<n) 
such that L;i=IPjrj=CiWi and t{pj)<x j • But then 

Ii = l(fii)=/{Di=1 t{pjr j » < L;i=l/{t{pjr j» 

= L;i=II(t{pj»<L;i=ll{xj)=li. 

Hence t(Pj)=x j and each pjrj is contained in the segment joining CiWi 
and the origin of V:*. But since P jr j e Q, n must be equal to I and Plr l = 
CiW,. Hence, by (1.2), we get 

(4.10) [ali: CiWi]= L;IEP (_I)(d-l)(lt/n) [tr(li/n) R.(T(WI ... wd»: CiWi] 

where 

= L;IEP (_l)(lt/n)d-I (n/I,) [tr R.(T{WI ... wa)lt/n): c,wi], 

P= 11 a';;n,n!l, P(d, n)/G(d), 

P(d,n)={I={wl>···' wa)!wj e W-{l}, 

L;1=I/(wj)=n, 

{WI· .. wa)lt/n e {.BWe Do}, 

(WI' ... , wd ): primitive\ 
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and G(d) is the group generated by the automorphism (WI' ... , Wd)~ 
(Wd' WI> ••• , W d _ I). Here l=(wl> ... , wd) is called primitive iff G(l)={l}, 
where G(l) is the stabilizer of I in G(d). 

By [5; 4.3.3], we get tr R.(T(ftm=tr RlT(~i» (r E Do) and 

[tr RlT(f3D): CiQ)i]=[tr RlT(~i»: CiQ)i]=(# Di)X q 1i/2• 

Hence (4.9) and (4.10) imply 

(4.11) 

Using the notations in (3.6), the above equality can be rewritten as 

where G(l) is the stabilizer of I in G(f). Using (3.22), we get 

(4.12) 

4.13. Lemma. Let G be a finite commutative group and g its element 
of order n. Then 

fLeov (l-X(g)x)=(l-xn)w/n, 

where GV =Hom(G, CX). 
By using (4.12) and (4.13), (4.7) can be rewritten as follows: 

where rb(RV)=P(RV)/Q(RV) andf =#rb(RV). Since we can check (case 
by case) that 

(4.15) 

(see Introduction for It), we have proved the main theorem. 

4.16. Remark. It is well known that rb = rb(RV) can be regarded as 
an automorphism group of the Coxeter system (W, S). Consider the 
semidirect product W = W><1 rb. We can define the length function I on 
W, the Hecke algebra Hq(W), the action R. of Hq(W) on M. which is an 
extension of R. etc. as usual. Put 

L(t, W, R')=f- I L:wew RlT(w»tl(W) 

and 
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e=f-1 I:"'E!Il RlT(x». 

Then L(t, W, R.) stabilizes the subspace eM. of M. and the denomin\ltor 
ofdet(L(t, W, RJ!eM) is equal to 

(Sketch of the proof. We can prove that the denominator of det (L(t, 
W', R.)!eM.) is of the form 

n .. , mod 00 (1-A(W,r)(ql/2t)l(G>,»ml 

rEO,\Oo 

with some non-negative integers mi (cf. (4.6» and that the numerator is 
"independent of A" by the same argument as in [2]. Since 

detL(t, W, RJ= n xE!IlV det(L(t, W, R.®z)leMl®Z)' 

this fact and our main theorem imply the above statement.) 
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